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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient skin segmentation algorithm which depends on integration of different color models. Among different low level features such as edge, shape, color, texture; color processing is computationally fast and easy to implement. Color constancy is the ability of human vision system to resolve object colors in a scene independent of the illuminant. Skin color is one of the powerful and effective features to detect the face. To represent skin color different color models are presents which are having luminance and chrominance components like YCbCr, YCgCr and HSI. Though geographically, people of different country has different skin color. This difference lies in their intensity not on their chrominance. Study and Analysis of these color models motivates us to combine the uncommon features of these color models for efficient skin segmentation. As the skin color is highly affected by illumination changes due to luminance i.e. brightness part of color models, we have avoided this component in feature’s combination. Integration of color models contains combination of only chrominance components which will be helpful in handling illumination affects. After skin segmentation, morphological operations such as dilation which adds pixels to the boundary of objects in image and erosion which removes pixels from object’s boundaries are used to get more smooth results. To locate face, face region is detected by checking either 4-point or 8-point connectivity as per requirement and bounded by a rectangle. This process gives us efficient face detection system with 100% face detection rate. This efficient face detection system may results in better final system such as face recognition system, human computer interface system, video surveillance, etc. where face detection is initial and important step.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Improvement at the stage of detection of face region from images becomes necessary to reach at higher efficient final systems such as video surveillance systems, face recognition systems, HCI systems, etc. where face detection is first and important step. This necessity leads to active research area of biometrics for researchers. Different techniques used for face detection with advantages and disadvantages now become scope for advancement to achieve efficiency in locating face region perfectly. Knowledge based, feature based, template matching based and appearance based methods with different techniques are used for face detection. The comparative analysis of these methods is done by XiaoBo Zhu et al [1], overview is given below:

- **Knowledge Based Methods:**
  Knowledge-based methods use the knowledge about a basic face, such as the ellipse shape and the triangle feature, to obtain the final region of a face. Knowledge based methods can greatly reduce computational cost, but they are rotation-dependent.

- **Template Matching Based Methods:**
  Template matching based methods use the similarity between an input image and the template. These methods are easy to implement, but they are scale-dependent, rotation-dependent, and computationally expensive.

- **Appearance Based Methods:**
  Appearance based or machine learning-based methods have high detection rates, but their accuracy depends on the training samples. Most of these methods focus on frontal faces or faces with fixed orientations.

- **Feature Based Methods:**
  Feature-based methods use low level features (such as color, edge, shape, and texture) to detect faces. Feature based methods are scale independent, rotation independent, and fast. Many authors found that skin color, which is scale independent and rotation independent, can greatly reduce computational cost of face detection.

Face detection is challenging area of research due to the variability of human face with change in skin color, expression, illumination changes, occlusion and pose variation. The processing of color which comes under
feature based method is more advantageous as compare to other low level facial feature analysis [2]. Fathah Alizadeh et al [3] explain the two approaches for face detection using skin color. First approach is Pixel-Based Model, which is based on processing the pixels for all parts of the human skin color. In this approach each pixel is processed independently, and its final status, i.e. it is skin color or not, will be determined. Then, based on facial structure or other options, it will be decided that set of points that were marked as skin, it belong to face or not.

The second approach is based on the status of region of the image. In this approach at first, the necessary attempt is done to segregate the region that may produce a face within the given image. And then using the previous information and knowledge it will be decided that specifies if the region belongs to face or not.

1.1 Skin Color Segmentation

Among various low facial features such as edge, shape, skin color and texture; skin color is prominent tool for extracting face region due to its fast processing and ease of implementation. Although color processing is advantageous but sensitive to following conditions which are discussed by Ukil Yan et al. [4] and Nidhi Tiwari et al. [5]:

- **Illumination conditions**: A change in the spectral distribution and the illumination level of light source (indoor, outdoor, highlights, shadows, color temperature of lights)
- **Camera characteristics**: The color reproduced by a CCD camera is dependent on not only the illumination conditions but also the spectral sensitivities of a camera sensor.
- **Ethnicity**: Skin color varies according to ethnic groups.
- **Individual characteristics**: Individual characteristics such as age, sex and body parts affect the skin color.
- **Other factors**: Different factors such as makeup, glasses, background colors, shadows and motion affect the skin color.

The skin color is defined by different color models like RGB, CMY, YUV, YIQ, YPbPr, YCbCr, YCgCr, YDbDr, HSV and CIE-XYZ. Comparative study and analysis of these models is done by Jose M. Chaves-Gonzalez et al. [6] and Manuel et al. [7]. The results of this study and analysis tell us that YCbCr, YCgCr and HSI models gives most promising results for skin segmentation and becomes most popular among others. Introduction to these color models is given under next point.

1.2 Color Models

1.2.1 YCbCr Model:

In this color model, Y represents luminance component i.e. light intensity and Cb, Cr represents blue difference of the chromaticity component and red difference of the chromaticity component respectively. The chrominance components are not depends on luminance component [8].

1.2.2 YCgCr Model:

In the YCgCr color space, a human skin color model can be concentrated in a small region of the Cg-Cr plane. This color space includes information about green difference instead of blue difference, which can be more useful for skin color detection [9].

1.2.3 HSI Model:

In this color model, H-Hue describes the main color i.e. depth of color, S-saturation gives purity of the color and I-Intensity indicates the brightness of the shade. HSI color model has been used for image processing because it can separate the chromaticity from the intensity of the image [10].

So our interest is in combining features of these color models to get efficient face detection system.

2. FLOW OF PROPOSED WORK

The flow for our proposed work is given in Fig.1. The first step of dissertation is to take RGB image as input to system. This image is pre-processed by converting from RGB to appropriate color models. After this conversion, we have segmented image in two parts as skin region and non skin region by applying thresholds for each channel of model. The threshold values come from experimentation of histograms. Thus skin region is segmented. For smooth skin area, morphological operations such as erosion and dilation are used.

The 4-point and 8-point connectivity is checked on white pixels to segment face region from image. To bound face in image with rectangle, height to width ratio is applied. This ratio avoids false detections. At last, image of face with bounding box is displayed.
2.1 Integration of Color Models

Different combinations of chrominance components of most popular color models and their threshold values which are used for skin segmentation, shown in Table -1. These threshold values are calculated from histogram processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination of color models</th>
<th>Proposed integrated models</th>
<th>Threshold values for each channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1] YCbCr, YCgCr and HSI</td>
<td>1] HSCbCgCr</td>
<td>0.4 &lt; H &lt; 0.8, 0.4 &lt; S &lt; 0.6, 82 &lt; Cb &lt; 160, 110 &lt; Cg &lt; 125, 125 &lt; Cr &lt; 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2] YCgCr and HSI</td>
<td>1] HSCgCr, 2] HCgCr</td>
<td>0.4 &lt; H &lt; 0.8, 0.4 &lt; S &lt; 0.6, 110 &lt; Cg &lt; 125, 125 &lt; Cr &lt; 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3] YCbCr and YCgCr</td>
<td>1] CbCgCr</td>
<td>82 &lt; Cb &lt; 160, 110 &lt; Cg &lt; 125, 125 &lt; Cr &lt; 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4] YCbCr and HSI</td>
<td>1] HSCbCr, 2] HChCr</td>
<td>0.4 &lt; H &lt; 0.8, 0.12 &lt; S &lt; 0.3, 82 &lt; Cb &lt; 160, 125 &lt; Cr &lt; 165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS /DISCUSSIONS

The integrated color models are implemented with the help of MATLAB software. The experimentation is carried out on randomly collected 50 images from internet. These images are with different backgrounds, various pose and illumination changes. Each designed integrated model for skin segmentation is compared to get best combination of chrominance components.

Due to illumination changes and complex background, some non-skin area also marked as skin region by white pixels. The segmented skin area becomes smoother when we apply morphological operations like dilation and erosion on image. After that, checking of white pixels connectivity either by 4-point or 8-point and applying height to width ratio, we reached to efficient face region detection and localization.

3.1 Results of HSCbCgCr Color Model:

The HSCbCgCr integrated color model is combination of YCbCr, YCgCr and HSI color models. The RGB input image is first transferred in these three color models and using threshold values from Table-1, skin region is segmented to locate face area. The face detection rate of this model is 84%. This process is shown in Fig-2:

![Fig-2 Implementation of HSCbCgCr integrated color model](a) Input image  (b) Skin segmentation  (c) Face detection

3.2 Results of HSCgCr Color Model:

This is integration of chrominance components of HSI and YCgCr color models. Hue and saturation are taken from HSI model while green and red chrominance components are part of YCgCr model. The skin segmentation and face detection results of HSCgCr are shown in Fig-3. The face detection rate is 84%.

![Fig-3 Implementation of HSCgCr integrated color model](a) Input image  (b) Skin segmentation  (c) Face detection

3.3 Results of HCgCr Color Model:

The implementation of integrated model HCgCr is done with the help of combination of YCgCr and HSI color models. The avoidance of saturation component does not affect on efficiency of face detection. It has same face detection rate as of previous one i.e. 84%. This implementation is shown in Fig-4:

![Fig-4 Implementation of HCgCr integrated color model](a) Input image  (b) Skin segmentation  (c) Face detection

3.4 Results of CbCgCr Color Model:

The Combination of YCbCr and YCgCr resulted in an integrated approach CbCgCr. Threshold values are taken from Table-1. Fig-5 shows skin segmentation and face detection results. CbCgCr got 84% efficiency in face detection.

![Fig-5 Implementation of CbCgCr integrated color model](a) Input image  (b) Skin segmentation  (c) Face detection
3.5 Results of HSCbCr Color Model:

The color models YCbCr and HSI are combined together and implemented this integrated approach whose face detection rate is 90%. These results are efficient than previously discussed models. The skin segmented and face detected result for this model is shown in Fig.6:

Fig-6 Implementation of HSCbCr integrated color model

3.6 Results of HCbCr Color Model:

This integrated approach is also implemented by combining YCbCr and HSI color models but the difference between previous model and HCbCr is avoidance of saturation component. Thus, skin segmentation is smoother than other implemented integrated approaches. This is resulted in more efficient face detection with 100% face detection rate. The skin segmented and face detected results with this model are shown in Fig.-7:

Fig-7 Implementation of HCbCr integrated color model

Table-2: Face detection rate for integrated models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrated models</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Face detection rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1] HSCbCgCr</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2] HSCgCr</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3] HCgCr</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4] CbCgCr</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5] HSCbCr</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6] HCbCr</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More results of integrated approaches with the help of images are shown in Table-3.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper gives new skin segmentation algorithm based on integration of different skin color models. The integrated approaches are combination of uncommon features of YCbCr, YCgCr and HSI color models. The experimental results shows that, combination of green chrominance channel of YCgCr model with other channels of both YCbCr and HSI models does not provide satisfactory results. Integration of YCbCr and HSI color models gives better results than other combinations. Avoidance of saturation component shows smoother skin segmentation in HCbCr model whose face detection rate is 100%. This algorithm provides robustness and efficiency than surveyed algorithms.
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